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REGIONAL FOCUS

RENTAL GROWTH
Average rents across the UK rose by 1.46% per cent in the 12 months to
October, with rental growth outperforming in some regional cities.

Whilst much of the regional PRS
appetite to date has focussed on ‘best
in class’ city centre assets in key cities,
an increasing number of institutional
investors are now looking beyond
these, to more secondary cities and to
well-connected satellite towns.
This has been due, at least in part,
to a significant shift in perception
of secondary and even tertiary PRS
opportunities and the security of
income derived by these.
With increasing amounts of capital
to deploy into the sector combined
with the positive attributes of these
secondary locations and attractive
yields, investors are looking beyond
regional city centres to satellite hubs
and secondary conurbations where
superior affordability ratios offer greater
potential for rental growth, whilst still
providing secure income with strong
rental demand. For this reason, we
have seen some yield compression
and positive sentiment towards these
secondary locations.
This is exemplified by our sale of The
Rock in Bury, north of Manchester,
earlier this year. Within the 233 unit
PRS scheme, rents are less than half
that of central Manchester, yet it is 30
minutes by tram from Manchester City
Centre. The local demographics were
generally considered to be good with
an expanding population and growing
and diverse employment base.
The asset received good depth of
interest from institutional investors, and
ultimately sold for a stabilised 5% Net
Initial Yield.

Although having slowed from the previous
12 months, the South East also continues
to show strong levels of annual rental
growth, while in the North West and
the West Midlands, annual growth has
remained relatively stable at around 1.3%
and 2% respectively.
Rental growth in London has slowed in
recent months, although rents are still
in positive territory, up 0.78% in the 12
months to October.
In short, the rental performance across the
country remains localised, as shown in the
map below.
Knight Frank’s Tenant Survey 2017
identified that rental affordability remains a
key concern for tenants. The data shows
that, on average, Londoners allocate 50%
of their monthly net household income to

Latest rental performance by region

rent, whilst in regional city centres the figure
is typically closer to 40%. Affordability often
improves further in secondary and satellite
towns on the edge of major conurbations.
With the tenant pool increasing exponentially
in size as rents reduce, many investors are
now viewing the income generated by more
secondary lower rent assets with good
demographic fundamentals to be highly
secure and, in some instances, less exposed
to local oversupply.
An example of this is Bury, a satellite town in
north Manchester. Average rents in the town
are around half those in central Manchester.
In Bury, the rental affordability rate, defined
as the proportion of local renters who can
afford to rent an average priced home, is
62%. If renters who move to Bury from
neighbouring cities, where average wages
are typically higher, the rental differential
will be even greater, underlining the relative
affordability of satellite towns.
Rents are forecast to grow by a cumulative
14% over the next five years across the UK,
and by 15% in Greater London.
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Based on rental performance data from the
ONS Rental Index, rents have risen in all
regions across the UK on an annual basis.
Of particular note is the East Midlands,
which saw rental growth of 2.93% in the 12
months to October – continuing the strong
rental growth seen over the past two years.
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Based on rack rented properties and disregards bond type transactions. NIY - Where reported we have assumed an appropriate discount for operating costs. This yield guide is for indicative purposes only
and was prepared on 4 December 2017. *Our PCL yield is based on tenanted blocks with a minimum of 6 units, covering locations such as Mayfair, Knightsbridge, Kensington etc, situated within Knight
Frank’s definition of Prime Central London. Yields in the PCL and Zone 1 Prime categories are reported gross in line with market practice and no allowance has been made for operating costs within this
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UK house price growth has been
slowing since the summer of 2014,
although the annual change
remains positive
Price growth across the UK is expected
to be 1.0% in 2018, reaching 14.2%
cumulatively between 2018 and 2022
In London, prices are forecast to fall by
0.5% in 2018, but cumulative price
growth over the next five years is
positive at 13.1%

UK HOUSE PRICE FORECAST
UK house price growth has moderated from recent peaks, although
markets remain highly localised.
The momentum in house price growth is
slowing in many parts of the country, and
we expect price rises to remain muted
overall next year amid increased economic
and political uncertainty in the run-up to
Brexit and amid more muted forecasts for
wage growth. The market is localised and
we see slightly stronger growth in the
Midlands, East of England and the North
West, a continuation of the trend that has
emerged this year.

On the other hand, factors such as
deepening affordability pressures and
property taxes, will continue to weigh
on pricing.
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“The market is localised and
we see slightly stronger
growth in the Midlands,
East of England and the
North West, a continuation
of the trend that has
emerged this year.”

SECTOR UPDATE

TENANT SURVEY 2017: RESULTS

INVESTOR INTENTIONS

The UK Tenant
Survey - 2017

For the latest news, views and analysis
on the world of prime property, visit
our blog or @kfintelligence

There was no change in average prime
central London land prices in Q3, with
a 2.5% annual decline, the most
modest fall in prices since Q3 2015
Urban brownfield sites slipped on
average by 0.2%, taking the annual
change in values to 6.1%

In urban areas, the continued price
growth in the urban brownfield land
index reflects continued demand in
these markets (which can also be seen
in the growth in house prices). While this
sustained demand will likely continue to
underpin pricing, average land values
remained broadly flat in Q3, suggesting
that pricing in some urban markets may
have found its equilibrium.

There are challenges for developers trying
to secure debt and equity funding, and
development economics must also account
for the fact that there is, so far, little sign
of any significant softening in construction
costs. The weaker pound is boosting import
prices, while the lack of resource in the
labour market is also a key consideration for
developers currently active in the market.
“This is a market for the experienced who
know and understand how to extract value
in uncertain times. That said, we believe
there is opportunity for investors who will
be building out into a market, which,
over the next few years, looks to be
extremely limited in respect of new supply,”
Mr Marris added.
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Average UK house prices are up
by 2.5% over the year to October,
according to Nationwide
Interest rates were raised to 0.5% in
November, the first rate rise in a decade
Prime central London prices for
existing homes edged up by 0.1%
in October, taking the annual rate of
decline to -3.6%
Prime English country home prices
dipped by -0.1% in Q3, taking the
annual rate of growth to 0.2%
Prime Scottish house prices edged
up by 0.2% in Q3, with an annual
change in values of -0.3%
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NB. Price forecasts are for existing homes. Property values in the new-build market may perform differently.

Economic and housing
market overview
In what was a widely expected move, the
Bank of England raised interest rates
in November. The official bank rate has
been lifted from 0.25% to 0.5%, the first
increase since July 2007.
This will be the first time some borrowers
will have ever experienced an increase in
their mortgage payments.
However, what happens next is likely to set
the tone. Last month’s move was simply
a reversal of the cut in August of last year
6%
following the vote to leave the European
5%
Union and means that the base rate is still
at a historically low level. Another rate rise
4%
in the coming months would likely have
a firmer impact on sentiment. It is also
3%
worth noting that while economists are
forecasting more rate rises, they expect
2%
that the base rate will be at 1% by 2020 –
1%
still near record low rates.
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In general, the prime central London land
market is showing signs of stabilising
after a period of deflation and this trend
is expected to continue over the next
12 months. Ian Marris, Joint Head of
Residential Development, said: “The liquidity
in the land market is low as sentiment is
nervous however for the brave there is
value to be found. Deals are price sensitive
and risk needs to be appropriately analysed
and understood.”

In prime central London, the decline in
development land values shows continued
signs of abating, with values down just
2.5% on the year, compared to a 10.3%
decline seen in Q3 last year.

Residential development land prices
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Important Notice
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Chancellor Philip Hammond is preparing to deliver his Autumn Budget later
this month, with housing expected to feature heavily. Meanwhile, the Bank of
England raised interest rates for the first time in a decade.

The average value of English greenfield development land was
unchanged in Q3, as was the value of prime central London
development land. Urban brownfield site values slipped slightly
over the quarter, but on an annual basis are still outperforming.
English greenfield land values were up
1.1% year-on-year in Q3, the second
consecutive quarter they have been in
positive territory after two years’ of
modest declines in pricing. There is
now a steadier supply of greenfield
development land in many parts of the
market. This is likely to keep pricing level
overall in the coming year, although there
is still potential for outperformance in
some areas where sites are oven-ready
and have access to good infrastructure.
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Greenfield land prices were unchanged
in Q3, taking the annual rise in prices to
1.1%, the biggest rise in more than
two years
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The UK may now be entering a period of
interest rate rises, but even so, we expect
rates to be low compared to long-term
norms by the end of the forecast period.
While development levels are rising across
the country, the shortage of new homes is
unlikely to be fully reversed in the coming
years, and that will underpin pricing.

Once the Brexit deal is completed, we
forecast rising momentum across the
market, with price growth reflecting this in
many locations. The variations currently
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observed in the prime housing markets in
London and beyond are set to continue,
and we explore this more fully in our blog.

“All eyes now turn to the
Chancellor as he prepares
to deliver the Autumn
Budget on November
22nd, the first major set
piece following June’s
General Election.”
Follow Gráinne at @ggilmorekf
For the latest news, views and analysis
on the world of prime property, visit our
blog or follow @KFIntelligence
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Households with a variable rate mortgage
will be most affected by the 0.25% rate
rise. While it is likely that mortgage rates
on new home loans will rise slightly, the
move is unlikely to have an impact on
overall pricing.
Across the UK, average house prices
rose by 2.5% over the year to October,
according to the latest data from
Nationwide. This was a slight pick-up from

September, but notably below the near 5%
growth reported a year ago. The market
remains highly localised, with affordability
a key concern in many markets.
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All eyes will now turn to the Chancellor,
Philip Hammond, as he prepares to deliver
the Autumn Budget on November 22nd,
the first major set piece following this year’s
snap General Election in June. Housing
has leapt up the political agenda in recent
months and is likely to feature heavily.
The property industry’s wish-list for the
Chancellor is extensive covering both
planning and policy. The Budget may be
the opportunity for the Government to
announce additional changes or support to
further boost supply.
Official housebuilding figures released this
month by DCLG showed annual housing
supply in England amounted to 217,350
net additional dwellings in 2016-17, up
15% on 2015-16.
Stamp duty, which is payable on all
residential purchases, remains another
sticking point. It is seen as a barrier to
moves up and down the housing ladder,
as well as for those saving for a deposit.
There is speculation that first-time buyers
may see some change in stamp duty
rules, which emerged as new data shows
that the levy raised £9.4bn in the year to
September, taking receipts to a record high.
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